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Abst ract - -Th is  paper deals with the existence of positive solutions for nth-order periodic bound- 
ary value problem 
L,~ u(t) = f(t, u(t)), 
u(0 (0) = u(~)(2~), 
0<t< 27r, 
i=O, 1 , . . . ,n - - I ,  
where L, u(t) = u(~)(t) q_~_l  ai u(i)(t) is an nth-order linear differential operator and f : [0, 21r] x 
~+ --* R + is continuous. We obtain a sufficient condition that operator Ln satisfies the maximum 
principle in periodic boundary condition. Using this maximum principle and fixed-point index theory 
in cones, we obtain existence r sults of positive solutions. (~ 2004 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 
Keywords - -n th -order  PBVP, Maximum principle, Positive solution, Cone, Fixed-point index. 
1. INTRODUCTION AND MAIN RESULTS 
In this paper, we consider the existence of positive solutions for nth-order periodic boundary 
value problem (PBVP) 
Ln u (t) = f (t, u ( t ) ) ,  0 < t < 2~r, (1:) 
.(~) (o) = ~(') (2~),  { = o, 1 , . . .  ,n - 1, (2) 
~--1 where L• u(t) = u ('~) (t) + ~-]~=0 ai u (~) (t) is an nth-order l inear differential operator,  ai C L~, 
i = 0, 1 , . . . ,  n - 1, n > 1, f : [0, 21r] x • --+ ~ is continuous. 
For some Ln with special form, PBVP (1),(2) has been studied by several authors using upper 
and lower solutions method, see [1-5]. In these papers, the maximum principles for operator Ln 
in periodic boundary condition (2) play an essential role. In [3], Cabada has proven that the 
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maximum principles are equivalent to the validity of the monotone method in the presence of 
lower and upper solutions for PBVP (1),(2), see [3, Theorems 2.1 and 2.2]. In this paper, we 
will present another application of the maximum principles for operator L~ in periodic boundary 
condition, namely, application to the existence of positive solutions for PBVB(1),(2). 
To properly state the maximum principles of Ln in periodic boundary condition, we introduce 
the following space: 
F~={ueC ~[0,27r] u ( i ) (0)=u (0(2~r), i=0 ,1 , . . . ,n -2 ;  u (n-D(0)>__u (n-1)(2~r)}. 
We say that nth-order operator Ln is inverse positive (inverse negative) in space F,~, if L,~ u _> 0 
for u E Fn implies u >_ 0 (u _< 0), and L,~ is strongly inverse positive (strongly inverse negative) 
in space Fn, if Lnu >_ 0 for u E Fn implies u - 0 or u(t) > 0 (u(t) < 0) for every t E [0, 27r]. We 
will see that a0 > 0, if L~ is inverse positive in F,~ and a0 < 0, if Ln is inverse negative in Fn. 
The main purpose of this paper is to discuss the existence of positive solutions to PBVP (1),(2) 
in the case that Ln is strongly inverse positive in Fn. Let f : [0, 2~r] × R + --* R + be continuous. 
To be convenient, we introduce the following notations: 
f-o = liminf min ( f ( t ,u ) /u ) ,  
u-*0+ te[o,2~r] 
f_ =l iminf  min ( f ( t ,u ) /u ) ,  
u--.+oo tc [0,29] 
The main result of this paper is the following. 
f0 = limsup max (f (t, u) /u) ,  
u-*0+ tE[0,2*r] 
?00 = lim sup max (f  (t, u ) /u ) .  
u--*+00 t~[0,2zr] 
THEOREM 1. Assume that Ln is strongly inverse positive in Fn and f : [0, 27r] x R + --* R + is 
continuous. Then, in each case of the following, 
(i) ?0 < a0, -foo > a0, 
(ii) f-o > a0, f00 < a0, 
PBVP (1),(2) has at least one positive solution. 
REMARK 1. Noting that a0 is an eigenvalue of linear eigenvalue problem 
L~u = Au 
with periodic boundary condition (2), if one inequality in (i) or (ii) of Theorem 1 is not true, the 
existence of solution to PBVP (1),(2) cannot be guaranteed. Hence, ao is the optimal value in 
Conditions (i) or (ii). 
From Theorem 1, we immediately obtain the following. 
COROLLARY 1. Assume that L,~ is strongly inverse positive in F,~ and f : [0, 2~r] x R+ --* R + is 
continuous. Then, in each case of the following, 
(i) ?0 = 0, [00 = +~ (superline~r case), 
(ii) ~ = +~,  700 = 0 (sublinear case), 
PBVP (1), (2) has a positive solution. 
In [1], Seda, Nieto and Gera established a maximum principle for L,[M]u = u('O + Mu in 
periodic boundary eondition (2) with M E (0, A(n)), where 
n"n] 
A(n)  = 
2- In/2] ~ (n - 1) ~-1 ~ 
In [2], Cabada improved this result, and proved that Ln[M] is inverse positive in Fn for M E 
(o, B(~)) ,  where 
(2coS(~nn)) , i fn- - - -2k+l,  
71" - -n  
B(n)= 2cos n , i fn=4k ,  
2 -" ,  if n = 4k - 2, 
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(k E N). We will extend Cabada's result to general operator Ln. Let Pn(A) be the characteristic 
polynomial of Ln, that is, 
Pn (A) = A n ~- an_ lA  n -1  -F ' ' "  -]- ao. 
Let Af(Pn(A)) denote the set of all null points of Pn(A) in complex plane C. We will show that 
if Pn()~) satisfies the assumption: 
Af (P,~ (),)) C {z E C l ,Imz[ < l } , (H) 
then, Ln is strongly inverse positive in F,~, if a0 > 0, and Ln is strongly inverse negative in F,~, 
if ao < 0. By this maximum principle and Theorem 1, we obtain the following. 
THEOREM 2. Let f : [0, 27r] x R + --. R + be continuous, ao > O, and assumption (H) hold. Then, 
in each case of the following, 
(i) 70 < ao, ~ > ao, 
(ii) f-o > ao, f~  < ao, 
PBVP (1),(2) has at least one positive solution. 
It is easy to verify that if M E (0, B(n)), then, Pn[M](A) = A ~ + M satisfies assumption. (H). 
Applying this result and Theorem 2 to periodic boundary value problem 
u ('~) (t) + Mu (t) = f (t, u (t)), 0 < t < 2~r, 
(3) 
u(~) (0) = ~(~) (2~) ,  i = 0 ,1 , . . . ,  ~ - 1, 
we have the following. 
COROLLARY 2. Let M E (0, B(n)) and f : [0, 2~r] x 1R + --~ ]~+ be continuous. Then, in each case, 
of the following, 
(i) 70 <M,  foo> M, 
(ii) f--o > M, f oo < M, 
PBVP(3) has a positive solution. 
2. PREL IMINARY LEMMAS 
To establish maximum principle for operator L~ in periodic boundary condition (2), we consider 
more general inear boundary value problem 
L .u  (t) = h (t) , 0 < t < 21r, 
~(') (0) = ~(') (2~) ,  i = O, 1 , . . .  , ,  - 2, (4) 
u ("-1) (0) - u(~-1) (2~) = g, 
where h e C[0, 27r], /z E R. In [3], the following lemma is obtained. 
LEMMA 1. -lrf the//near boundary value problem 
L,~u (t) = O, 
~(') (0) = =¢') (2~) ,  
0 < t < 2~r, 
i = O,l,...,n-- 2, (5) 
U (n - l )  (0) - -  U (n - l )  (271") = 1, 
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has a unique solution r.(t)  E C°°[0,2~r], then, linear problem (3) has a unique solution u E 
C"[O, 27r], which is given by the expression 
where 
~0 21r u (t) = G~ (t, s) h (s) ds + #r~ (t), 
I r (t - s), 0 < s < t < 
Gn(t, S) 
rn (2~r+t -s ) ,  0_<t<s<27r .  (6) % 
From Fredholm alternative, it is easy to see that equation (5) has the unique solution rn(t), 
if Ln satisfies the maximum principle in periodic boundary value (2). By Lemma 1, L~ is inverse 
positive (inverse negative) in Fn if and only if rn(t) >_ 0 (r~(t) < 0) in [0, 2~r], and L~ is strongly 
inverse positive (strongly inverse negative) in Fn if and only if r~(t) > 0 (rn(t) < 0) in [0, 2~r]. 
Integrating the first equation with rn(t) of (5) on [0, 21r], we obtain that ao f :~ rn(t)dt = 1. 
Hence, ao > 0 if L,~ is inverse positive in Fn, and a0 < 0 if L~ is inverse negative in F~. 
It is well known [6,7] that first-order operator Li[M] is strongly inverse positive (strongly 
inverse negative) in F1, for all M > 0 (M < 0). Furthermore, for second-order operator in [7], 
the following lemma is obtained. 
LEMMA 2. Let a, b E R. The second operator L2u = u" - 2au ~ + (a 2 + b2)u is inverse positive ff 
and only fib e (0, 1/2]. Moreover, the solution o[ linear problem (5) associated with L2 is given 
by the expression 
e ~t (e 2~ sin b (2r - t) + sin bt) 
(t) = (7) b((e i) 2 + 2e2 " (i- cos 2 b)) " 
By (7), if b E (0, 1/2), then, r2(t) > 0, for every t E [0, 2~r] and L2 is strongly inverse positive 
in F2. 
Now, we present he maximum principle for the operator Ln in F~. 
LEMMA 3. Assume the characteristic polynomial Pn(),) of Ln satisfies assumption (H). Then, 
L~ is strongly inverse positive in F,~ if ao > O, and L,~ is strongly inverse negative in F~ if ao < O. 
PROOF. We apply inductive reasoning to L, .  For n -- 1, the conclusion of Lemma 3 is obvious. 
Let n >_ 2. Assume for 1, 2 . . . .  , n - 1, the conclusions of Lemma 3 hold. We show for n the 
conclusion of Lemma 3 also holds. Let a0 > 0, and in the case of a0 < 0, the proof is similar. We 
consider two cases. 
CASE (i). Suppose Pn(),) has at least one real root. Let --),I be a real root of P,~(A). In this 
case, polynomial Pn(A) : ()  `+ Ai)Q,~-I(A), where Qn-i()`) = ),n-i + bn_2),,~-2 +. . .  + bo is an 
(n - 1)th-order polynomial with ),i • bo = ao and satisfies assumption (H). Let D = d and I be 
the identity operator, then, we have the decomposition 
L~u = (D + ),11). Q,~-I (D) u. (s) 
If A1 > 0, then, D+AI I  is strongly inverse positive in F1. Since bo > 0, by inductive hypothesis, 
Q,~-t(D) is strongly inverse positive in Fn-t.  From (8), we easily obtain that Ln is strongly 
inverse positive in F,~. 
If ),1 < 0, then, bo < 0, D+) , t I  is strongly inverse negative in F1, and by inductive hypothesis, 
Qn_I(D) is strongly inverse negative in F~-I. Thus, from (8), we easily see that Ln is strongly 
inverse positive in F~. 
CASE (ii). Suppose P,~(),) has no real root. In this case, Pn(A) has a pair of imaginary roots 
a :k bi with b E (0, 1/2). If n -- 2, then, Pn(A) =- A 2 - 2a)` + (a 2 q- b2), and by Lemma 2, L,~ is 
strongly inverse positive in F2. 
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Let n > 2. Then, polynomial Pn(A) has the decomposition Pn(A) = (A s - 2aA + (a s + 
b2))Qn_2(A), where Qn-s(A) -- A n-2 + b~-3 An-3 +""  + b0 is an (n - 2)th-order polynomial and 
satisfies assumption (H). Therefore, L,~ has the decomposition 
L~u = (D s - 2aD + (a 2 + b 2) I ) .  Q~-2 (D) u. (9) 
Since (a s -t- b2)b0 = a0, it follows that b0 > 0. By inductive hypothesis, Qn-2 is strongly inverse 
positive in Fn-2. By Lemma 2, L2 = D 2 - 2aD q- (a s 4- b2)I is strongly inverse positive in Fs. 
Therefore, from (9), we obtain that Ln is strongly inverse positive in Fn. 
The proof is completed. | 
We assume that L,~ is strongly inverse positive in Fn hereunder. Then, a0 > 0 and equation (5) 
has a unique rn(t), satisfying rn(t) > 0, for every t E [0,27r]. Let rnn = mino<_t<<s~r~(t), IVln = 
max0<t<2,~ r (t), and G,~(t, s) be the Green function given by (6), then, 0 < m~ < r,~(t) < M~ 
and 
m,~ < Gn (t, s) <_ M~, t, s e [0, 27r]. (10) 
By Lemma 1, the linear periodic boundary value problem associated with Let h 6 C[0, 2v]. 
PBVP (1),(2) 
L,~u (t) = h (t), 0 < t < 27r, 
u (0 (0)=u (i)(27r), i=0 ,1 , . . . ,n -1 ,  
has a unique solution u, which is given by expression 
f0 2~r u (t) = Gn (t, s) h (s) ds. 
Let f : [0, 27r] x R + --~ R + be continuous. We now define a mapping A : C+[0, 27r] ~ C+[0, 27r' 
by 1! s° 
Au(t )  = Gn( t , s ) f ( s ,u (s ) )  ds, (11) 
where C + [0, 27r] is the cone of all nonnegative functions in C[0, 27r]. It is clear that the solution 
of PBVP (1),(2) is equivalent to the fixed point of A. We will find the nonzero fixed point of A 
by using the fixed-point index theory in cones. Choosing the subcone K of C + [0, 27r] by 
K = {u E C+[0, 27r]1 u (t) >__ a~ ]lull, 0 < t < 27r}, 
where an = m~/M,~ > 0, Ilult is the maximum norm in C[0, 27r], then, we have the following. 
LEMMA 4. A(K)  C K,  and A : K --+ K is completely continuous. 
PROOF. Let u E K. From the latter inequality of (10), it follows that 
/0 /0 A~ (t) = a,~ (t, s) I (s, ~ (s)) as <__ M,~ Y (s, ~ (s)) as 
and, therefore, 
f0 27r IIAull ~ M~ f (s,u(s)) ds. 
Using this, and the former inequality of (10), we have 
fO 2~r ~0 2re mn Au (t) = G,~ (t, s) f (s, u (s)) ds >_ ms  f (s, u (s)) ds >_ ~ ][Aull = ~ i[Aull, 
which implies Au E K.  Thus, A(K)  c K.  The complete continuity of A is obvious. 
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We recall some concepts and conclusions on the fixed-point index in cones in [8], which will 
be used in the proof of Theorem 1. Let E be a Banach space and K C E be a closed convex 
cone in E. Assume 12 is an open bounded subset of E with boundary 0~2, and K N ~) ~ ~. Let 
A : K N ~ --~ K be a completely continuous mapping. If Au ~ u, for any u E K N 0f~, then, the 
fixed-point index i(A, K M f~, K) has definition. One important fact is that if i(A, K N ~2, K) 7~ O, 
then, A has a fixed point in K M fL 
For r > 0, let Kr = {u • g I IuiI < r}, and OKr = {u • K I IiuII = r}, which is the relative 
boundary of Kr in K. The following two lemmas are needed in our argument. 
LEMMA 5. (See [8].) Let A : K ~ K be completely continuous mapping. If  #Au 7~ u, for any 
u • OKr and 0 < # < 1, then, i(A, Kr, K) --- 1. 
LEMMA 6. (See [8].) Let A : K --* K be completely continuous mapping. Suppose that the 
following two conditions are satisfied: 
(i) inf,,~OK~ NAu][ > 0, 
(ii) t~Au 5~ u, for any u E OKr and # >_ 1, 
then, i(A, Kr, K)  = O. 
3, PROOF OF  THE MAIN RESULT 
PROOF OF THEOREM 1. By Lemma 4 and definition of K, the nonzero fixed of the mapping A 
defined by (11) is the positive solution of PBVP (1),(2). We show that A has a nonzero fixed 
point in Case (i) and in Case (ii) of Theorem 1, respectively. 
CASE (i). Since/0 < a0, by the definition of ]0, we may choose ~ • (0, a0) and r0 > 0, so that 
/ (t, _< (a0 - vt  [0, 0 < < r0. (12) 
Let r C (0, to), we now prove that #Au 7 ~ u for u E OKr and 0 < # < 1. In fact, if there 
exist uo E OK~ and 0 < #0 < 1, such that #oAuo = uo, then, by definition of A, uo(t) satisfies 
differential equation 
nnuo (t) =/z0f  (t, u0 (t)), 0 < t < 27r, (13) 
and boundary condition (2). Integrating this equation from 0 to 2% and using the periodicity 
of uo(t) and (12), we have 
2~r U0 /~0 9~0 21r fin (t) dt = f (t, uo (t) ) dt ao 
2~r £ 
<-- .L f (t, uo (t)) dt 
< (ao - ~) Uo (t) dr. 
By definition of K, uo(t) >_ anltuoll = anr, and then, f: 'ruo(t) dt > 0. From the above 
inequality, we see that ao _< ao - ¢, which is a contradiction. Hence, A satisfies the hypotheses 
of Lemma 5 in K,. By Lemma 5, we have 
i (A, K~, K) = 1. (14) 
On the other hand, since -fo~ > a0, there exist E > 0 and H > 0, such that 
f (t, u) > (a0 + ¢) u, Vt • [0, 27r1, u >_ H. (15) 
Set C = max0<t<2~, o<~<H If(t, u) -- (ao + e)u} + 1, then, it is clear to see that 
f ( t ,u )>(ao+e)u-C ,  VtE[0,27r], u>0.  (16) 
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Choose R > R0 := max{Hies,  to}. Let u 60KR.  Since u(s) > an]lull > H for s e [0,2~], from 
(10),(15) and the definition of K, we have that 
fo IlAull > Au (t) = G~ (t, s) f (s, u (s)) ds 
2~r 
>mn L f ( s ,u (s ) )ds  (17) 
2~r 
>_ ~ (~o + ~)/o ~ (s) ds 
_> m~ (ao + E) ~ .  II~ll • 
Hence, inf=eoK~ IIAutl > 0, namely, Hypothesis (i) of Lemma 6, holds. Next, we show that if R 
is large enough, then, I~Au # u, for any u E OKR and # > 1. In fact, if there exist uo 60KR and 
#o > 1, such that I~oAuo = uo, then, uo(t) satisfies equation (13) and boundary condition (2). 
Integrating equation (13) and using (16), we have 
~o uo (t) et = .o  f (t, uo (t)) et 
>_ f (t, Uo (t)) dt 
fo >_ (ao + e) ua (t) dt - 2~rC. 
Consequently, we obtain that 
fo 2r 2zrC Uo (t) dt< - -  (18) E 
By definition of K, f2~ uo(t) dt > ~lluolt, from which, and (18), we get that 
I}~oLl-< 1 /0 ~-~ 2~c a'-~ uo (t) dt < - -  := R. (19) 
O'nE 
Let R > max{/~, Ro}, then, for any u 60KR and # > 1, #Au # u. Hence, Hypothesis (ii) of 
Lemma 6 also holds. By Lemma 6, 
i (A, KR, K) = 0. (20) 
Now, by the additivity of fixed-point index, (14) and (20), we have 
i (A, KR \ [(~,K) = i(A, KR, K)  - i (A ,K~,K)  = -1. 
Therefore, A has a fixed point in KR \ [(~, which is the positive solution of PBVP (1),(2). 
CASE (ii). Since f-o > ao, there exist z > 0 and 7] > 0, such that 
y (t, u) > (ao + E) ~, v te  [0, 2~], 0 < u < 7. 
Let r C (0,W), then, for every u e OK~, through the argument used in (17), we have 
ilAulJ _> m= (ao + E) ~= Ilull - 
(21) 
~0 2~r ~0 21r ao uo (t) dt > (ao + e) uo (t) dr. 
Hence, inf~eOK~ tlAull > 0. Next, we show that #Au # u, for any u e OKr and ~t > 1. In fact, if 
there exist uo E OK~ and #0 >_ 1, such that I~oAuo = uo, then, uo(t) satisfies equation (13) and 
boundary condition (2). From (13) and (21), it follows that 
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Since f:'~ uo(t)dt > c~[luo[l > 0, we see that ao _> a0 -{-~, which is a contradiction. Hence, by 
Lemma 6, we have 
i (A, K~, K) -- 0. (22) 
Since ]oo < ao, there exist e E (0, ao) and H > 0, such that 
f (t, u) <_ (ao - e) u, V t e [0, 2~], u > H. 
Set C ~- maxo<t<2~,o<u<H If(t, u) -- (ao -- e)u[ + 1, it is clear that 
f ( t ,u )_<(ao-e)u+C,  Ytc[O,l] ,  u_>0. (23) 
If there exist uo E K and 0 < #o _< 1, such that #oAuo = Uo, then, (13) is valid. From (13) 
and (23), it follows that 
ao uo (t) dt <_ (ao - s) uo (t) dt Jr 27rC. 
By the proof of (19), we see that {[uo[[ _</~. Let R > max{R, y}, then, #Au ~ u, for any u E OKR 
and 0 < # _< 1. Therefore, by Lemma 5, 
i (A, Kn, K) = 1. 
From (22) and (24), it follows that 
i (A, KR \ Kr, K) = i(A, KR, K) - i (A, Kr ,K)  = 1. 
Therefore, A has a fixed point in Kn \ f~r, which is the positive solution of PBVP (1),(2). 
The proof is completed. 
(24) 
4.  REMARKS 
In the case that Ln is strongly inverse negative in Fn, we can build a result similar to Theorem 1
for equation 
-L~u (t) = f (t, u (t)), 0 < t < 2~r, (25) 
with periodic boundary condition (2). In fact, using the same argument of Theorem 1, we can 
obtain the the following result. 
THEOREM 3. Assume that Ln is strongly inverse negative in F ,  and f : [0, 27r] x ~+ --+ R + is 
continuous. Then, in each case of the following, 
(i) Yo < laol, > I ol, 
(ii) f-o > [a01, foo <: la0[, 
PBVP(25), (2) has at/east one positive solution. 
Combining Theorem 2 and Lemma 3, we have: 
THEOREM 4. Let f : [0, 21r] x R + --. R + be continuous, ao < O, and assumption (H) hold. Then, 
in each case of the following, 
(i) 7o < la01, > I ol, 
(ii) f-o > [ao[, foo < lao[, 
PBVP(25),(2) has at least one positive solution. 
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